Fast Track Your Move to Oracle Cloud in Just Two Steps

Most IT architectures are complicated. This causes concern about the vast changes required of your enterprise applications and organization as you make the transition to cloud. We can help.

With Hitachi Vantara’s Automated Cloud Assessment for Oracle E-Biz Suite to Oracle Cloud you can make the transition 35% faster at 18% operational efficiency in two steps.

**STEP 1. Understand your current landscape in less than 8 hours**

Hitachi Vantara’s automated cloud assessment tool looks into your current Oracle ERP environment and collects a variety of information needed to create a 360-degree analysis of your Oracle environment.

No institutional knowledge required, no long in-person interviews. The only information we need from you is:

- **Current License Spend**
- **Current support spend**
- **Validate Assessment output**

**STEP 2. Build a 360-degree roadmap for your ERP cloud modernization**

The Oracle Cloud assessment tool only takes 2 weeks, requiring less than 8 hours of your time for you to have everything required for you to be confident in your Oracle Cloud transformation.

**2 WEEKS**

Requiring only 8 HOURS of your time.

---

**About Hitachi Vantara and Oracle**

Hitachi Vantara Oracle Innovation Practice is built with over 22 years of experience and learnings from over 2,000 Oracle implementations and over 100+ successful Oracle Cloud go-lives. We have deep knowledge and co-development investments in Oracle Products, receive inputs and requests from hundreds of customer executives from our advisory engagements.